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This bike is made from a 97 Kawasaki Zephyr 1100 back in
2000. It won the Houston Autorama in different paint
schemes and configurations in 01,03and05. All rights to the
design were purchased buy a major bike company as a
prototype and test bed to the modern Spyder configuration. I
purchased the bike some years ago at an auction and after
some initial
fun it was stuck in my storage for several years.
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When I pulled it out it needed (still needs) new carbs. The
motor would run but the boots and carbs were bad. I
purchased some carbs but they wound up being wrong and
wouldn't fit and again it sat. The motor is solid and I also
have the extra motor(also good)that came with it. It is highly
unusual and definitely one of a kind. It was professionally
built in a super nice chassis. The bike actually leans into the
corners like a real bike when turning. It needs to be gone over
from head to toe but it is all there.Nice one off glass body. It
would be a fun project for anyone who has the time. I am
75yrs old now and I do t see well enough to be on the road
anymore, lol. This is probably in everyone's favor. Lol! The
bike will need some old wiring cleaned up and some carb
boots to adapt the later model carbs to. I have the old original
carbs (rough shape) and some good later model carbs that
could be adapted with the right boots. It is a project that is
not running at the moment because of the carb situation but I
can squirt some gas in the cylinders so you can tell that the
motor is ok. I just do not have the time,will or eyesight to put
it all back together again. Would make a great project for
anyone who is into the Spider configuration . You will have
to trailer it home to do the work but I can guarantee the main
functions of the bike are solid . Just needs s few weekends of
tinkering and restoring to have something no one else has.
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2001 Kawasaki

condition: fair
engine displacement (CC): 1100
fuel: gas
paint color: blue
title status: clean
transmission: manual
do NOT contact me with unsolicited services or offers
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